Supporting Learning at Home Willow Class
Dear Parent(s)/Guardian(s),
In this flyer you will find information about some of the topics we will be working on this term, and
ways in which you can support your child’s learning at home. There is also a timetable and a list of
related requirements.
Our topic this term is Gravity and The Continents and their countries.

What we will do in school…
Humanities
In Humanities, we will be learning about the
different continents and their countries and we
will look at different aspects of countries such
as foods, clothing, how people live, animals etc.
We will look at the differences and the
similarities.

Literacy
I our phonics work we have been focussing on the
sounds and double letter sounds. We are developing
our hand writing and some are learning to spell cvc
and cvcc words. We have moved on to captions and
are looking at pictures and saying what we see. We
are using svo strips to help us form a sentence. We
will also cover a couple of stories, working on

What you could do together at home…
Look at the different countries using books or
the internet looking at flags, clothes and
animals.
Try different foods
Look and feel a range of different textured
clothes comparing to their own clothes.

Practice hand writing using different writing
resources to help develop pressure and grip.
Choose an object in your environment and make
a phrase using prepositions such as ‘pen in pot’
or ‘blanket on bed’.
Read books and make lists when going shopping
to get your child involved in collecting foods.

adjectives and lists.

Science
In Science, we are investigating gravity. We have
started looking at space and the planets and then we
will move on to what is the difference between space
and being on earth. We will conduct experiments on
when an object is dropped – what happens?

PSHE
In PSHE, we are looking at relationships and falling
out. Firstly, we are going to cover relationships such
as family members and their names such as mum, dad,
nan etc. We will look at how everyone has different

Watch videos or look in books on space to see
what happens when people or rockets go to
space.
Experiment with different objects and see
which falls faster and talk about gravity pulling
the object down.
Use photos of family and name parts of the
family tree.
Look at friendships and how they are different
to relationships with family – songs on you tube.

people in their families. We will then move on to how
some people fall out, what might happen and what
they can do.

Maths
In Maths, we have looked at addition and

Watching 3D shape songs on you tube. Look at
shapes when around the home and in the
community. Emphasize the difference between
3D and 2D.

counting to make amounts. We will repeat this.

Look at measuring in cooking using a measuring

We are now looking at 3D shapes, their names

jug or scales and looking at different sized

and matching them to objects in the
environment. We will then look at size and
weight.

objects, putting them in order of size.

Swimming – Will start next term 19th
February.
Willow Group will be swimming every Monday, beginning on Monday 19th
February. Please send your child into school every Monday with:

 a swimming costume/trunks
 a towel
 a bag big enough to put their clothes in while they swim.

PE – every Thursday
We will be working on using the gymnastic equipment, learning to safely balance
and move around pieces of equipment. We will learn how to safely get pieces of
equipment out and put mats around them before using them.
Please send a PE kit (any comfortable shorts and T-shirt) and all in a bag to keep in school with their
name on all items of clothing. We will send it home every half-term for you to wash.
Sometimes due to timings we are unable to get changed as our lesson is only half an hour long. Please
let me know if you are happy for your child to participate in PE by taking their socks and shoes off or
whether you would rather they got changed.

Thank you for taking the time to read this flyer. If you have any other queries, please don’t hesitate
to contact us.

Siobhan, Emily, Sam and Megan

